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Part II. Analysis and you opinion Uncontrollable desires along with boundless 

power produces ruthless leaders and so does the video depict. 

Gaddafi’sdogma was to attain all within his influence and power, which he 

did even according to his needs and wants. However, spiritually when a man 

commits immoral act or disrupts the moral and ethical justice system, he 

repents his acts if not openly, but a part his brain keeps condemning that 

act. At some point he consciously generates some effort to do good, but 

again his desire to attain his want or need disintegrates his intrinsic 

conscious goodness. Yet, he is the one to produce conscious moral difference

between good and evil. Uncontrollable and shameless desires make him 

insane eventually and that is the main point Socrates presents in his theory. 

Callicles also elaborated a philosophical notion for us, desires if satisfied can 

generate happiness and if they can not satisfy some of the desires or wishes 

then power produces insanity. The insanity to attain the unattainable by any 

means and this perspective is guilt proof, which produces further fantasy 

based ideas. Gaddafi would be called a servant of his desire, who would jump

from one desire to the other to gain happiness and would eventually end up 

being more frustrated instead of contended. 

Student 1: 

The logic I comprehend in this response is that happiness is neither linked to 

power nor to the achievement of desires. Secondly, soul or morality of a 

person defines his comprehension of justified acts. When one person has 

dissuaded his soul with persistent torturing and violent acts, how would he 

be able to feel joy or pleasure and when he will not be able to feel it, he will 

indulge in more devilish acts to attain the sentiment of happiness. 
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Student 2: The desire is the main criteria of measuring the evilness of the 

dictator. Illicit sexual desires and advances also lead to illegal attainment of 

such pleasures. Again, when such actions are taken by a person he never 

gets enough of it, the desire increases and the spiral (of desires) against him 

gets tight. 
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